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SUBJECT : ENGLISH   TOPIC : Chapter 2 - For My Babies   

 

Note: Write the given class note in your English copy with the respective date.  

 

I. Answer the following. 

1. Where was Sara going?  

Ans. Sara was going out to play in the park.  

2. Where did Sara leave her red ribbon?  

Ans. Sara left her red ribbon on the table.  

3. Who flew away with the red ribbon?  

Ans. A little bird flew away with the red ribbon.  

4. Why did the little bird want the ribbon?  

Ans. The little bird wanted to tear it and use it to make her nest soft. 

 

B. Match the two columns to make complete sentences. 

1. Sara left her ribbon -    on the table. 

2. Sara could not -     find her ribbon.  

3. The bird wanted the -    soft ribbon.  

4. The bird carried away the ribbon -   in its beak.  

5. A bird lays its eggs in -    a nest.  

6. Baby birds come out -    of the eggs.  

 

C. Fill in the blanks with correct words from the brackets. 

1. Sara had a red ribbon. (blue / red)  

2. One day Sara could not find her ribbon. (One day / Every day)  

3. She had left it on the table. (table / bed)  

4. The ribbon was not on the table. Sara was surprised. (happy / surprised)  

5. Her mother asked her to look for it. (father / mother)  

6. A small bird had taken the ribbon. (bird / bug)  

 

 

Note: Write the given class note in your English book only with the respective date. 

A. Tick (√ ) the correct sentence in each pair. 

1. Sara was going to the park.  √ 

    Sara was going to school. ------  

2. Sara could not find her ribbon. √ 

    Sara could not find her pencil. ------  

3. Sara knew she put the ribbon on the table. √ 

    Sara did not know where she kept the ribbon. ------  

4. A little bird flew away with the pencil. -----  

    A little bird flew away with the ribbon. √ 

 

D. Drop a letter from each word to get a new word. 

1. HAIR  AIR    4. TEAR  EAR 

2. TRAIN  RAIN    5. WANT  ANT 

3. THERE  HERE    6. AWAY  WAY 



 

E. Write the opposites of the underlined words to complete the sentences. 

1. Sara’s house is not big. It is small.  

2. Aliya does not have short hair. She has long hair.  

3. My grandfather is old. I am Young.   

4. Sana got all the sums right. Not a single one was wrong.  

5. This pillow is not hard. It is soft.  

 

   
 

  
 

 

 


